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The current debate on Australia’s relations with the People’s Republic of China (PRC) has become markedly 
binary. If you actively participate in discourse on the matter there is every likelihood you will be labelled either 
be pro- or anti- China. If you advocate for engaging with the PRC, you may be suspected of being influenced 
by Chinese Communist agents and jeopardising national security. Critics of engagement also argue that the 
PRC has changed under Xi Jinping with Communist Party ideology greatly elevated, leaving opportunities for 
genuine two-way exchange much diminished. 

The fact is that the PRC has been a communist country since 1949 and this did not stop Australia from 
establishing diplomatic relations in 1972. Nor did it subsequently prevent Australia and the PRC from 
developing a constructive and mutually beneficial relationship over the following decades. The PRC, on the 
other hand, has undergone some fundamental changes since it opened to the world with Deng Xiaoping’s 
open-door policy and reforms. These changes benefitted from and were greatly influenced by its exchanges 
and connections with the outside world. 

While Australia’s close relations with the PRC are frequently viewed through a trade and economic lens, arts 
and cultural exchanges have been at the heart of bilateral engagement and influence since the late 1970s and 
has thrived since the 1980s.

In 1986, then-Prime Minister Bob Hawke paid a special visit to the Australian Studies Centre at Beijing Foreign 
Studies University, the first such centre in the PRC, established by Professor Hu Wenzhong, who had been one 
of the first group of nine PRC scholars studying at the University of Sydney. In the same year, former Prime 
Minister and Chair of the Australia China Council, Gough Whitlam, visited the newly established Australian 
Studies Centre at East China Normal University.  Finding an office with barely filled bookshelves, after 
Whitlam’s return to Australia, the Council sent 10 boxes of books to the Centre. Under current circumstances, 
such visits seem unimaginable. Forty years on, however, Australian Studies are well established in the PRC, 
with some 36 centres promoting understanding and engagement through education and research in history, 
economy, literature and culture. 

Starting from the late 1980s when the PRC had opened to the world, a large group of artists came to Australia, 
who have since made tremendous contributions to the contemporary art scene. They include critically-
acclaimed figures such as Guan Wei, Guo Jian, Shen Jiawei, Ah Xian, Zu Tianli, Zhou Xiaoping, and they 
continue to create amazing artworks through their unique integration of Chinese and Australian cultures, 
traditions and experiences. 

What is notable is that in 2020 – even as Xi Jinping’s centrality in the Communist Party continues to grow, 
great power competition returns, bilateral political tensions between Australia and the PRC spike and 
the trade relationship has begun to suffer - you can be sure that at any one time there will be multiple 
art exhibitions around Australia by Chinese or Chinese-Australian artists. Zhou Xiaoping is the most 
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recent Chinese-Australian artist to exhibit at the Australia-China Institute for Arts and Culture (ACIAC) at 
Western Sydney University (WSU). His exhibition, Spiritual Bonding between Land and People, celebrates his 
extraordinary 30-year artistic journey from the PRC to Arnhem Land, his unique bond and friendship with 
Indigenous people and his collaborative work with artists such as Jimmy Pike and Johnny Bulunbulun. Many 
Chinese-Australian artists actively engage with the PRC, and Zhou Xiaoping was responsible for the first 
exhibition of Aboriginal artworks in the PRC. 

Introducing Indigenous writing to Chinese readership is the focus of the Australia-China Institute for Arts and 
Culture’s (ACIAC) ‘Translation of Contemporary Australian Literature Program’ in collaboration with well-known 
literary translator Professor Li Yao and various PRC publishing houses. Currently on the translation list are 2019 
Miles Franklin Award novel Too Much Lip by Melissa Lucashenko, 2020 Miles Franklin Award novel The Yield 
by Tara June Winch, 2020 Miles Franklin-shortlisted novel The White Girl by Tony Birch and Born into This, a 
collection of short stories by emerging Indigenous writer Adam Thompson. 

There is a long history of literary exchanges with the PRC. The China Australia Literary Forum (CALF) started in 
2011 as a collaboration between the China Writers Association and the Writing and Society Research Centre 
at WSU. CALF has taken place every other year alternately in the PRC and Australia. By 2019, five forums had 
featured many prominent writers including Nobel Prize winners Mo Yan and J.M. Coetzee. At the initiation of 
China Writers Association, on December 10 2020, despite the continued downward spiral of bilateral relations 
between Australia and the PRC, ACIAC and China Writers Association, with additional sponsorship from 
the Australia Council, will co-host an inaugural online forum, ‘Chinese and Australian Writers in Dialogue’. 
Six prominent writers from each country will exchange thoughts on the theme: ‘Pandemic, Reflection and 
Creation’. 

The flagship program Australian Writers Week, run by the Australian Embassy in Beijing, also continues this 
year, moving online. The 2020 program focuses on conversations between Australian and Chinese writers 
and ACIAC is a proud partner. It is encouraging to see that writers do not seem to be deterred by geopolitical 
tensions between governments. 

There is no doubt that the PRC’s economy will continue to grow and along with it its ambition and power in the 
region will grow too. The PRC needs to change, but only when one engages the PRC will one able to influence 
its change. Arts and cultural exchanges will continue to play an important and unique role in normalising and 
achieving mutually beneficial bilateral relations, especially when diplomacy appears to be lacking on both 
sides.
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Professor Jing Han is Director of the Australia-China Institute for Arts and Culture at the Western Sydney University 
and a leading expert in translating Chinese culture, intercultural communication, audiovisual translation and media 
accessibility. She is highly regarded for her significant and original contributions to the field and industry. Jing is 
also known for intercultural competence, strong leadership and innovative thinking.

Jing received her PhD in English literature from the University of Sydney in 1995. In 1996 she joined the public 
broadcaster SBS TV Australia as Mandarin subtitler. Since 2006 she has been the Chief Subtitler and Head of the 
SBS Subtitling Department, leading the Department to a great international success and fame. Over the last 23 
years, Jing has subtitled over 300 Chinese films and documentaries including Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, Lust, 
Caution, Wedding Banquet, Hero, Under the Hawthorn Tree, Not One Less, Ash Is the Purest White, I Am Not Madam 
Bovary, Let the Bullet Fly, Sacrifice, The Blue Kite, Crazy Stone, Shanghai Dream, A World without Thieves, Springtime 
in a Small Town, Beijing Bicyle etc. In the last six years, Jing has been the leading subtitler of the most popular 
Chinese TV show If You Are the One. Her critically acclaimed English subtitles have played a key role in creating a cult 
following in Australian audiences and setting the record of the longest showing non-English series in Australian 
broadcasting history. The show’s cultural impact and influence on Australian audiences is also unprecedented. So 
far Jing has subtitled over 400 episodes of the show as well as other Chinese TV series. Jing has been frequently 
invited to speak at conferences and has delivered lectures at over 30 universities across the world. In recognition 
of her outstanding contributions to the cultural exchange between Australia and China, she was included in the 45 
Stories published by the Australian government. She is the executive producer of the English edition of 100-episode 
documentary series A History of China commissioned by CGTV China.

Jing joined Western Sydney University in 2006 and has been a key faculty member in its flagship program, 
Translation & Interpreting, in the School of Humanities and Communication Art. She has designed and taught 
a range of translation and interpreting courses including Audiovisual Translation and Literary Translation for 
postgraduates. She is a PhD supervisor, supervising PhD candidates in a range of research areas including 
translation and interpreting studies, multimodality and media studies, Chinese culture and literature translation, 
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) translation and intercultural communication. Jing has been Associate Dean for 
International at School of Humanities and Communication Arts and played a pivotal role in establishing partnerships 
with many universities in mainland China, Taiwan and Europe. Jing is the English translator of a modern Chinese 
classic Educated Youth by multi-award winning author Ye Xin, published by Giramondo in 2016. She is also a highly 
accomplished professional interpreter for live interpreting at significant cultural and literary events.
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